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Page 37. 

CHAPTER II. 


ORGANIZATION OF CONTROL BY MASTERY OF THE COSMOS. 


Space programs of capitalist countries are carried out by state 

and private capital. In the course of the execution of these programs 

occurs the joining of an organization of large political purposes with 

the development of state-monopolistic complexes as a special form of 

the integration of .the controlling activities of state authority and 

the economic power of monopolies. The leading role in the 

organization of this interaction belongs to state, which is determined 

first of all by its predominant contribution to the resource guarantee 

of mastery of space. All this makes it possible to consider the space 

program as an important element in the system of state activity in the 

region of the scientific-technical progress as a whole. 

State leadership of the national space program of the USA. 

The capitalist practice of the implementation of space programs 

obvious case of formation and functioning of specific 

state-monopolistic complexes, in which is Qchi~.ed the joining of 

various forms of capitalist ownership - state, monopolist, its small 

and average owners. Within the framework of such complexes is 

organized the same directional activity of large corporations, banks, 

small, and average business, state scientific centers and 

http:Qchi~.ed
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labo~atories, and universities. 

It is possible to isolate following characteristic features of 

contemporary state- monopolistic complex. First, there is the 

juridical independence of the organizations entering it, government 

institutions, firms, etc. Secondly, relatively constants, are 

repeating economic, legal, organizational-administrative relationships 

and a community of specific scientific-technical, industrial, and 

social and economic problems appearing on this basis. Thirdly, the 

financial, organizational and scientific-technical dependence of all 

entering the complex teams, which is based on a highly developed 

distribution system and use of resources, joint plans and programs, 

privileges, and guarantees, 'on one hand, and on the juridical and 

economic r esponsibility for the fulfillment of undertaken obligations 

- on the other. And finally, the presence of the national program, 

which determines the policy of state in the appropriate sphere and by 

serving as the basis for the organizational integration of separate 

and often competing elements in the economy into a more or less 

complete complex with clearly expressed purposeful orientation . 

Page 38. 

Main role in formation and organization of functioning of similar 

state-monopolistic complex, connected with execution of national space 

program of USA, belongs to federal departments. They accomplish 

direct (operational) control of ,he implementation of program and of 

the creation of necessary space systems and means of ground-based 
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guarantee. In accordance with the concept "parallel" existences and 

development of civilian and military components of the national sp?ce 

program of the USA these functions are made by two different 

departments: by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and 

by the Ministry of Defense through the created in its structure United 

Space Command. The latter is subordinated directly to the Secretary 

of Defense and to the Committee of Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Of considerable interest is the organization of leadership of the 

civilian national space program of USA, which carries out by NASA 

[National Aeronautics and Space Administration] - a special 

organization of the federal government, created in 1958 for the 

purpose of eliminating the country's lag in the mastery of outer 

space. The institution NASA represents an important stage in the 

development of the mechanism of the state-monopolistic regulation of 

scientific-technical progress. A fundamentally new type of government 

organization is actually developed, to which is entrusted 

accomplishing two interconnected functions - the organization of a 

space program on a national scale and the conducting of the 

. signif icant part of scientific studies al'd developments for the 

realization of this problem. As noted well-known American specialist 

in the problems of control of science D. Wolfle, "NASA was never the 

largest organization of the country by volumes of financing and by 

number of personnel, but by the complexity of operations, rates of 

growth and by technical complexity of decided problems it is unique" 

1 NASA's accumulated experience of the effective organization of 
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operations is considered in the USA as one of the most important 

results of the entire space program. "Even if our flights to the Moon 

brought nothing, except the experience of acceptance and realization 

of decisions, asserted the former director of NASA J. Beggs, 

expenditures, which were required for the delivery of people and 

mechanisms to this excellent, but -dead world, would be completely 

justified" 1 

Organizational structure of NASA gives representation about 

nature of activity of control. Diagram 4 reflects the level of the 

priorities of the separate directions of the national space program of 

the USA in first half of the 80·s. Subse~uently, as is repeated 

earlier, this structure underwent a partial rebuilding, at basis of 

which rested the searches by the leadership of NASA for the optimum 

relationship between centralization and decentralization of control on 

different development stages of American cosmonautics. Nevertheless 

in the composition of NASA can be isolated some elements constant for 

all periods, which ensure the decision of primary tasks, entrusted to 

this department, subdivisions of organizational (administration, 

programm~d controls, functional services) ·and stientific research 

(centers) types. Interaction in the course of accomplishing the space 

projects of four organizational subsystems composes the basis of the 

functioning of the system of management of NASA. 
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4. Organizational structure of NASA. 

1. Director . First deputy director. 2. Chief engineer. 3. Main 

financial controller. 4. Chief inspector. 5. Juridical department. 

6. Deputy director for problems of administration and personnel. 7. 

Assistant director for foreign connections. 8. Special assistant of 

deputy director . 9. Departments for connections with industry. 10. 

Department for connections with organizations of small business. 11. 
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Bureaus of commercial programs. 12. Administrative departments. 13. 


Group of consultants. 14. Directorate of study and use of outer 


space. 15. Directorate of aviation and space equipment. 16. 


Directorate of space flights. 17. Directorate of KIK (Control 


Measuring Complex) and systems of information processing. 18. 


Goddard center. 19. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 20. Ames Center. 


21. Langley Center. 22. Lewis center. 23. ~ohnson center. 24. 

Kennedy center. 25. Marshall center. 26. National laboratory of 

space technology. 27. Tracking stations and data reception. 

Page 40 . 

Administration of NASA is represented by a director, his 

substituents and their assistants, a chief engineer, a main financial 

controller, and a legal adviser. Key decision making is accomplished 

by them in the determination of problems of operations, their 

organization, financial, scientific-technical and frame guarantee. 

Administration makes by rule of selection of chief contractors, 

designation of leadership of projects. The activity of NASA with 

other federal departments is coordinated at this level, connection 

with scientific and technical engineering circles of the country is 

carried out. 

Programmed controls in structure of NASA - basic operating unit 

for leadership of specific directions · of activity: to space flights, 

to study and to use of outer space, to aviation and space equipment, 

to control-measurrng complex (KIK) and to systems of information1 
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processing. 

FOOTNOTE '. Tracking of outer space objects and reception of 

information from space are carried out. ENDFOOTNOTE. 

The heads of the programmed controls have the rank of deputy directors 

of NASA for the appropriate directorates. For the coordination and 

control of the operation according to large-scale programs, in which 

participat~s a number of administrations, in the make-up of the 

administration is provided for a special official - an assistant to 

the deputy director. 

In programmed controls are formed two types of departments - in 

the directions of research operations and according to specific 

programs, carried out by NASA in this period. Analogous diagram is 

used also on the scales of all c.entral apparatus: together with the 

presence of constant subdivisions to the period of .operation on 

large-scale programs is c,·eated a number of purposeful organs 

program administration, special committees, working groups, which 

unite the representatives of different subdivisions. This makes it 

possible to concentrate the necessary number of different specialists 

in a specific section and to ensure the coordination of the works of 

all occupied with accomplishing programs of management and 

subordinated to them organizations. Since one or several large-scale 

programs are always present in the plans of NASA, the presence of a 

system of "temporary· purposeful controls is a constant and essential 
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element of its structure. 

Thus, already in the very initial stage of formation of a program 

of development of permanent orbital station in structure of NASA were 

carried out large organizational changes. An administration for the 

planned program was instituted, subordinated to the assistant to the 

deputy of the director of NASA, to which the responsibilities of 

planning, _transmitting of tasks, and coordination of operations 

between all subdivisions of control, including - its peripheral research 

centers. In the make-up of program administration is organized a 

small group for the development of concept , which includes first-class 

specialists, which is intended to determine the make-up of station, a 

clear sequence of operation~ and the cost of new developments of units 

and separate functional modules, and also the cost of separate stages 

and the program as a whole. Furthermore, is crganized the 

intradepartmental leading committee on questions of the creation of 

space station, which generalizes the proposals of separate 

subdivisions and which represents the "coordinated recommendations· to 

leadership of NASA in the affirmation. 

Page 41. 

In the composition of this committee are 10 working groups in separate 

directions of studies. Is additionally created also a leading 

committee on technologies. Preliminary study and evaluation of new 

technical decisions, proposed by administrations and departments enter 

into its task. The enumerated organizational measures must provide 
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enlistment to the project of all without exception of the subdivisions 

of NASA, coordination of their activity, collective discussion of 

appearing problems and methods of their solution. 

Subdivisions of scientific research level in structure of NASA 

are by organizations of three types - research centers, centers of 

space flights, complex of stations for tracking, reception, 

, processing, and transmission of information. The scientific ' research 

complex of NASA includes 7 main centers, equipped with contemporary 

equipment and computer technology, which not only accomplish national 

space program, but also compose a noticeable part of the state 

scientific-technical potential of the USA. 

The task of the three research centers of NASA is the conducting 

both by its own forces and by contracts in laboratories of 

universities and industrial ,:orporations of fundamental and applied 

research along entire front of problems of creation by new and 

modernization of existing space technology. These studies are not 

orientated in essence to specific current problems, but are occupied 

with the search for solutions of the most important problems of the 

future. Each of the centers represents a large complex organization, 

which works on broad problems. The main specialization of these 

centers are: 

the James Research Center (Moffett-Field, the state of 

California) - laboratory investigations and flight experiments in the 
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region of fundamental physics, chemistry, materials science, guidance 

and control, biomedical problems; 

the Lewis Research Center (Cleveland, the state of Ohio) - work 

in the field of rocket engines, physical metallurgy, fuel, lubricants, 

hydrodynamics; 

. the Langley Research Center (Hampton, the state of Virginia) 

problems of the dynamics of large designs, aero- thermodynamics, 

methods and instruments for distant observations of the earth. 

Research centers of NASA are structurally subdivided into 

departments and laboratories. Into their composition enters the 

department of the service of the chief inspector of NASA, which 

carries out a check of central apparatus during course of operations 

on the spot. All . centers have special departments according to 

connection with the organizations of the ministry of defense, and also 

laboratories, which are directly subordinated to this department and 

completing operations on its order. 

Centers of space flights - these are four multiprofile 

organizations, which carry out a whole series of functions: drawing 

and designing works (by its own forces and by contracts in industry), 

manufacture, assembly, adjustment and testing space technology, 

training astronauts, launching and flight control. Main 

specialization of these centers: 
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Page 42. 

Kennedy Space Center (Cape Canaveral, state of Florida) 

preflight tests and launching of manned and automatic outer space 

objects, reconditioning of spacecraft ftspace shuttle"; 

Johnson Space Center (Houston, state of Texas) - development and 

testing manned outer space objects, selection and training astronauts, 

exploitation of Mission Control Center of manned objects; 

Marshall Center of Space Flights (Huntsville, state of Alabama) 

development of space transport systems , outer space objects of 

scientific purpose, guarantee of some work of ministry of power 

engineering; 

Goddard Center of Space Flights (Greenbelt, state of Maryland) 

work on automatic satellites and research rockets, exploitation of 

ground-based control-measuring complexes, which ensure flight of 

automatic and manned orbital objects. 

A large volume of works is made by the two largest laboratories 

of NASA: 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Pasadena, state of California) 1 

analysis of planets, development and exploitation of control-measuring 

complex, which ensures flights of interplanetary outer space objects; 
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FOOTNOTE !t belongs to California technological institute, is1. 

exploited on contract principles of NASA. ENDFOOTNOTE. 

National Laboratory of Space Technology (St. Louis, state of 

Mississippi) - fire bench tests of liquid propellant rocket engines. 

Besides named scientific research centers of NASA has available a 

number of auxiliary research stations and laboratories, and its space 

flights are provided by 11 stationary tracking stations, located at 

different points on the terrestial globe, and by specially equipped 

vessels of the navy. The total cost of all named centers, stations 

and auxiliary equipment by NASA exceeds 7 billion dollars, and 

effective areas of all its constructions comprise more than 2.3 

million sq. m. (Table 2.1). 

Functional departments and services of NASA - finances, cadres, 

protection, transport, connection with industry, universities, press 

and the like - are intended to accomplish general guarantee of 

activity of programmed controls and scientific research centers out of 

connecting with accomplishing of works in specific projects. 

Lying at basis of activity of NASA is the execution of 

special~purpose programs according to one or the .other directions of 

study and mastery of outer space. These programs represent the 

complexes of fundamental and applied research and developments of 

different volumes and duration. In their number are located the 
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large-scale programs, which determine the long-term prospects of the 

activity of NASA ("Apollo" - in the 60's, the "space shuttle" - in 

70-S0's, orbital station - in SO-90's), and also a number of smaller 

(programs) ensure accomplishing the main things or have independent 

value. 

Page 43. 

Space programs serve as the object of wide application of 

principles and instrumentation of goal-programming planning. Primary 

task of planning in this case consists in the search for optimum 

accordance between the desired goals and the technical, scientific, 

production and economic possibilities of designing of the means of 

achieving these goals • . As a result of comprehensive studies, which 

are based on the predictions of foreign policy situation and 

scientific-technical progress, the evaluation of the available 

scientific-technical and production potential, are formulated the 

proposals according to the force conditions in the development of 

separate directions of national space program in proportions,· optimum 

for achievement of the main goal of the country in the region of study 

and mastery of space in this period. 

In accordance with American practice cycle of development and 

realization of target-oriented progralmning is plan be carried out into 

three interconnected stages. In the first a wide analysis of goals 

and problems is conducted, the long-term consequences of the 

realization of space programs are forecast, is estimated an entire 
aggregate of factors, which affect its formation and realization. 
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Table 2.1. Cost of scientific research base and the number of 

personnel of NASA in first half of the 80's 1 

(tV CTOHMOCn. ~ • MIlH AOM. lSlqHcneHHocn. 
-------:-:-------- rOCYAapCTBeH·

(l.) nOnH", (c.) B TOM qHcne Horo nepCOHI. 
----------- na, 'len. 

Ie!) 3eMen~ COOPY 060pYAOBa
\: Horo )f(eKldi: HHJI (of)

yqaCTK8 (e) 

HccneAOBaTe~CKHe 
UCHTpLI: ( ,) 

3AMC3 «1 697.2 
nJHrnu (31 641.9 . 
JWoHca (y) 465.6 

.UeH.TpL! KOCMHQeCKHX 
nooerOB: (s1 

fo.tWPAa 1') 865.0 
.illKoHcoHa (7) 918.3 
Ke""eAH If1 1 866.8 
Mapwanna ('J 787,9 

JIa60paTopHlI peaKTHB-
HOro ABHlICeHUll ( ,.) 4_53,6 
HaUHoHanLHalI oa60
paTOpHlI KocMuqecKolI 
TeXHHKH (II1 307,0 
UeHTpanLHoe ynpaa
lIeHHe HACA 
(r. BawHHrroH, OKp. Ko-
lIYM6HII) 	 (I~) 29,0 

HToro... (13) 7032.4 

2.9 
0,2 
2,2 

3,1 
9,1 

71,3 
7,2 

1;'2 

18.1 

115.3 

2S1,7 
42S,1 
295,3 

267,0 
271,9 
841,8 
355.5 

166,0 

281,6 

3 155.9 

300,3 
189,1 
153,5 

566,0 
614.8 
936.0 
430,9 

257,7 

25,S 

22.4 
3 496,2 

2058 
2895 
2690 

3699 
3380 
2155 
3385 

lOS 

. 150'6 
21'873 

(a). Cost', millions of dollars. (b). Complete. (c). Including. 

(d). land section. (e). constructions. (f). equipment. (g). 

Number of state personnel, man. (1). Research centers: (2). James 

(3) • Langley. (4). Lewis. (5) • Centers of space fl ights: (6) • 

Goddard. (7). Johnson. (8). Kennedy. (9). Marshall. (10). Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory. (11). National laboratory of space 

technology. (12). Central management of NASA (Washington, D.C.). 

(13). Altogether •••• 

FOOTNOTE '. Evaluation. 

• Including cost of administratively subordinate state scientific 
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research institutions. ENDFOOTNOTE. 

It is comprised on: Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Independent Agencies Appropriations for 1983: Hearings before a 

Subcommittee • • • • US House of Representatives. Wash., 1982. Part 5 • 

P 491, 654. 

page 44. 

By the results of this stage is determined the complex of requirements 

for each project, on the basis of the evaluation of its contribution 

to the solution of specific problems. In the second stage is 

conducted the analysis of the alternative ways of the realization of 

project, their evaluation from the point of view of technical 

feasibility, needs for the financial and resource guarantee, are 

compared the expected results with achieving of the goals presented. 

Sum of stage - formulation of technical and operational requirements 

for developments in industry. In the final stage occur the 

development, manufacture and adjustment of equipment of space complex. 

Basic result here - the preparation of the created complex for 

practical use (exploitation). Important value have also the indirect 

useful results of the project (see Fig. 5). 

Organization of practical activity of NASA is based on 

development of plans for prolonged prospect in combination with yearly 

evaluation of state of execution of programs and their correction, on 

the basis of results reached and in accordance with resources being 
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isolated. 

Process of long-term planning in NASA includes two basic stages. 

The first - this is the compilation of predictions, which define the 

versions of possible goals both according to separate directions of 

studies, and in the complex for a specific period. They are developed 

by special groups of experts. Part of such predictions 'for 10, 20 and 

more years is prepared by personnel of NASA, part - by external 

experts on the orders also for its means. In a number of cases the 

long-term forecast can be carried out, also, outside of NASA, formally 

independent of it. Thus, at the end of 1987 to the President and to 

congress were presented the results of a large-scale comprehensive 

stu~y regarding the long-term prospects for the development of a 

civilian space program of the USA, prepared by the national board for 

space. Simultaneously the same questions were deeply studied by two 

independent groups of highly skilled experts, also, within NASA itself 

- with group of strategic planning and by a consultative committee. 

Second stage - this is working planning within NASA. Its main 

form is the development of a five-year plan, moreover this is done not 

once every 5 years, but yearly, so that the five-year plan is 

wslidingw. It is continuously moved a year forward and each time it 

is more precisely formulated and corrected. In its complete form (5 

years) this plan outside NASA is not asserted, into the external 

spheres enters only that part of it, which relates to the next 

financial year - as the project of annual budget '. 
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FOOTNOTE '. The five-year plans of NASA are discussed (but they are 

not asserted) in congress of the USA only from the point of view of 

the analysis of the prospects for the development of civilian 

directions of the national 'space program'. ENDFOOTNOTE. 

However, each such budget is developed not by itself, namely as part 

of the five-year plan, which realizes the specific stage of long-term 

forecast. 

This method of planning was used beginning in 1976, and since 

then ·sliding five-year plan" has become the basis of entire activity 

'of NASA. The possibility to combine the sufficiently prolonged 

prospect with the flexibility, necessary in realizing of complex 

innovative projects, which with difficulty yield to a precise 

calculation, is its advantage. 
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5. An approximate general cycle of goal-programming planning and 

realization of space projects of NASA. 

Key: (1) . Initial requirements. (2). Analysis of long-term 

factors. (3). Special independent studies. (4). Proposals on 

formulation of goals. (5). Discussion, specification, selection. 

(6). Formulation of problem of supposed projects. (7). Analysis of 

projects at NASA or on contract. (S) . Alternative selection. (9). 

Analysis "cost-effectiveness" and selection of decision. (10). 

Distribution of problems according to importance, degree of 

commonality and other factors. (11). Survey of possible projects. 

(12). Formulation of requirements for project in plan of solution of 

specific problems. (13). Collection of basic' data on problems. 

(14). Development of yes-no decisions by projects. (15). Selection 

of optimal solution. (16); Technical and operational requirements. 
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(17). Creation of equipment and systems. (18). Completion of 

project. (19). Testing. (20). Production of system for practical 

application . (21). Engineering design and development in industry. 

(22). Indirect useful results of project. (23). New scientific 

data, on basis of which are determined problems for further studies. 

(24). Means of production, materials and production, that have 

commercial value. (25). Research equipment, which .has commercial 

value. 

Page 46. 

Furthermore, this form of planning is combined well with the practice 

of financing all state institutions and programs accepted in the USA, 

according to which the volumes of the means being isolated are finally 

determined not for the number of years ahead, but only for the 

forthcoming financial year and can substantially oscillate depending 

on economic and political condiHons . 

Annual cycle of operations in forthcoming five-year plan begins 

with an examination in staff office of NASA with participation of 

heads of centers of proposals, prepared by separate administrations. 

During the operation NASA consults in academic circles, with 

specialists of industry, universities, ungovernmental research 

associations. The version prepared as a result and the corresponding 

project of annual budget reflect in a certain degree the balanced 

result of the consultations indicated, which is very substantial for 

the subsequent discussion and affirming the budget in congress. 
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Composed NASA project is examined and is corrected by government 

budgetary administration, then it is presented to the President and 

after approval is transferred as the part of the total budget of the 

u.S. Government for examination and affirmation to congress 4. 

Analysis of programs carried out by NASA for time of its 

existence shows that one program, which is basic for this period and 

supplemented by a number of comparatively short term and less scale 

projects, corresponds to approximately each decade . For "the 60's and 

the beginning of the 70's basis was the program "ApollO", for the 70's 

- beginning of the 80's - "space shuttle", at present - the program 

for the creation of a manned orbital station. Although leadership of 

NASA and higher instances, including the President, repeatedly 

declared about the need for a "balanced" approach to space research, 

constant coordination of all directions, in reality the main program 

always absorbed a considerably large part of the efforts and means as 

was initially planned. Therefore remaining projects it was necessary 

to reduce, to extend in time, and generally to abolish. 

As characteristic example can serve practice of development of 

ship "space shuttle" at the end of 70's, when miscalculations in 

planning coincided with financial limitations and actual (taking into 

account inflation) decrease of total budget of NASA. Under the 

influence of past successes in achievement of manned space flights 

NASA determined the periods of development, oriented to the successful 

confluence of the circumstances, i~e., such, which could be sustained 
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only in the case of the absence of any considerable technical 

problems. Furthermore, program year for a year was financed in 

insufficient volumes. The prestige of the program for creation of 

shuttle ship, its international scales, interest of military 

departments, which appeared as the basic potential user of new 

transport system, all this forced NASA to concentrate forces and 

facilities on its accomplishing and to compensate planning errors due 

to politically less significant, although important in the ·scientific 

sense, projects. As a result the overexpenditure according to this 

program was about 1.5 billion dollars without taking into account the 

effect of inflation, and the first manned orbital flight took place 

for 3 years later than was planned. This result was accompanied by a 

sharp .contraction of scientific research of space and planets, whose 

state in the beginning of the 80's in a special memorandum, prepared 

by the administration for evaluation of technologies for the congress 

of the USA, was characterized as "crisis" • 
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However, with all the negative consequences of unbalanced 

development of different directions of the national space program and 

heads of NASA, still as many autho.itative experts as before adhere to 

the consensus of advisability of "large space initiatives" , This 

found its recurrent confirmation in the resultant recommendations ·of 

the already mentioned studies of the prospects for development of the 

civilian space program of the USA. The realization of projects, 

similar to the organization of a manned spa~. flight to Mars or t9 the 

creation of an inhabited lunar base as the stage of a Martian 

expedition, is capable of raising, in the opinion of American 

researchers, the national prestige of the USA, of fastening the 

authority of NASA in the eyes of the public, of giving new momentum to 

the activity of this department, of stimulating the development of new 

technologies, 

As already mentioned, implementation of specific study programs 

and developments is carried out on contracts and under the leadership 

of NASA in industry, in universities and other state scientific 

institutions, in profitless organizations, and also in named 

scientific research centers. The yearly accountability of NASA gives 

demons t rative representation about the scales of influence of this 

department for leadership of accomplishing complex space projects and 

their coordination. Thus, in the 1976 financial year - a year of a 
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maximum span of works according to the "Space Shuttle" program - NASA 

distributed 177 thousand contracts for a total sum greater than 3.2 

billion dollars. Contracts with a value of more than 10 thousand 

dollars each were only obtained by 2498 industrial firms and 389 

scientific and profitless organizations in 49 states and the District 

of Columbia. According to reports 46% of contractors of NASA, for 

accomplishing the tasks by them was drawn 1344 different 

subcontractors. 

Established structure of distribution of orders of NASA is 

sufficiently stable. It reflects the dimensions of the contribution 

of each category of performers to the national space program. Given 

statistics clearly testify that the greatest - both by cost of 

obtained orders (to 80%) and by volume of employed personnel - volume 

of works according to the program of NASA is made by the efforts of 

contractors, mainly in industry. (The influence of industrial 

corporations in accomplishing the orders of NASA is examined in 

further detail.) 

Extremely important for NASA are works, it orders done by 

universities, although they are not great in volume (with a value up 

to 200 million dollars a year in the mid 1980's). NASA actively uses 

university scientific potential, constantly practicing the purposeful 

subsidizing of VUZ [Institutes of Higher Education], the delivery of 

orders for conducting of research programs, payment of allowances to 

scientists, who work on problems of space research and creation of 
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space technology. 

Every year 2- 2.5 thousand research projects, which cover a wide 

spectrum of thematics, are financed; in works almost 300 VUZ 

participate, including several foreign universities. 

Page 48. 

Special emphasis is put on basic research (60-65% of all assignments), 

the smaller portion of works falls on applied research (20-25%) and 

developments (10%). A part of the means (about 5%) is isolated with 

ultimate purpose for development of the research base of universities 

• 

Influence of department of defense of USA in field of research 

and developments for creation of mil ~ tary space systems does not have 

vital differences in comparison with that already examined from 

organiz~tional-administrative point of view. So, work within the 

framework of SOl can be characterized as a special-purpose program, 

the realization of which goes on in the following five main 

directions: 

observation, the discernment of targets, tracking, ' and the 

evaluation of their damaging ability; in 1985-1989 here it was 

proposed to consume 42% of the sum total of more than 25.2 billion 

dollars, which it planned to expend in the "research stage" of SOl 

acheivement: 

a weapon of directed energy (23%); 
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a weapon of kinetic energy (23%); 

the analysis of the concepts of systems of arms and control of 

combat (4%); 

supporting means (7%) , 

In limits of named main directions are isolated separate research 

programs - completed, complex set of works, designed for 3-5 years. 

The total number of formed programs exceeds 30. Programs are divided 

into projects, which have as a precisely determined goal, a clear 

graph of performance (duration of up to three years) and a fixed 

budget. Within the framework of projects are formed the separate 

purposeful tasks, the performance period of which is 3-12 months. In 

the 1986 financial year, for example, were planned 73 such tasks. 

For control of works within the framework of SOl in department of 

defense of USA is formed special subdivision - organization for 

realization of SOl (OOSOI), subordinated directly to Secretary. 

Budget of OOSOI is asserted by congress. 

Work of organization is built according to principle "centralized 

planning - decentralized performance". This meanS that OOSOI 

determines the goals (final and intermediate) of each program, 

project, task and the periods of their performance. Research works 

a're conducted directly in the scientific centers of the department of 

defense, other federal departments, which do not consist of the direct 

command of OOSOI, or of the industrial firms - contractors and the 
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universities. Taking into account the high indeterminacy of results 

of t'he conducted studies, OOSOI attempts to distribute contracts 

predominantly on a concurrent basis. 

Organizational structure of 00501 is built around named five main 

directions of realization of 501 as special-purpose program. In 

accordance with this in the organization there are 5 thematic 

departments, which control the course of studies in different 

scientific centers, in operational order. Furthermore, into the 

structure of control enters the group of consensuses and construction 

of systems, which corresponds for the integration of all elements of 

501 into a single whole, and also for the timely bringing of 

information according to program to the attention of interested 

government departments . 

Page 49. 

Important role is assigned to department of innovative science 

and technology. Its problem - the distribution of orders among 

external scientific centers and universities for perspective studies, 

whose results could be used in one of the stages of 501 realization. 

At the end of 1985 one additional department was created, which 

corresponds to the application of results of studies Wfor educational 

and civilian purposes·, 

A supplementary element of structure OOSO! is the consultative 

committee, which consists of independent experts on different 
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scientific and technical disciplines. Its function - the rendering of 

consultations, the review and evaluation of the claims of aspirants to 

obtaining of orders, of the scientific results of carried out studies. 

Furthermore, in the composition of 000501 acts a whole series of 

traditional functional subdivisions. 

Thus, contemporary structure of leadership of realization of 501 

is built with use of general principles of target-oriented programming 

control, realized with formation and execution of national space 

program of USA as a whole • 

Forms of participation of state in studies and mastery of outer 

space in other developed capitalist countries on the whole are 

analogous to American. Responsibility for the formation of directions 

and the execution of national space programs here is also entrusted to 

the state departments - Department/Ministry of Scientific-Technical 

Studies in the FRG, the Ministry of Industrial and Scientific 

Development in France, the Commission for mastery of outer space with 

the office of prime minister of Japan, etc. The leading actuating 

elements are, as a rule, specialized state research centers, which 

make part of the works by their own efforts and heading developments, 

carried out in industry and educational institutions for contracts 

(National Center of Space Studies (KNES) in France, National 

Administration according to mastery of outer space (NASDA) and the 

Institute of Aeronautics and Space Studies of the Department of 

Education in Japan, etc.). Three-five- year state budgetary programs 
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serve as the basis of activity of actuating elements. It is 

characteristic that in France and Japan (countries, which attained in 

70-80's noticeable successes in the mastery of space) is inherent the 

greatest centralization with the execution of space programs. 
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2. Militarization of American space program: organization and 

methods. 

During organization of state administration of mastery of space 

increasing importance acquire questions of interbranch interaction, 

what reflects objective trends of development of cosmonautics 

increase of its applied function and, as a result, increase in number 

of plenipotentiary state organizations, which introduce space 

technology in. different spheres of practical activity. Thus, in the 

USA according to the programs of NASA the creation of space 

technology, which demonstrated its possibilities to effectively solve 

economic problems, led to the connection already from the end of the 

60's to works in the region of space of a number of departments 

users of services, provided with the aid of satellite systems. To 

these departments was entrusted the responsibility not only for the 

exploitation of a number of space systems, which are found in the 

conduct of state, but later for further development (in interaction 

with NASA) of the specific directions of applied space technology. 

Within the framework of the civilian space program of the USA 

such functions are entrusted to the National Administration for 

research of ocean and atmosphere of the Department of Trade - with 

respect to systems of space meteorology and the remote study of 

natural resources, to Department of Agriculture and Administration of 
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Geology of Department of Internal Affairs - for development of methods 

of evaluation of land tenure and exploration of mineral raw material 

with the aid of photography from space. In the middle of the 80's 

Wspace activityW included the Department of Transportation, to which 

was entrusted keeping an eye on the process of commercialization of 

the one-time carrier rockets created by NASA, questions of development 

and uses of this type of "transportationWin the country. 

Dimensions of financing of national space program of USA along 

line of all federal departments, except NASA and ministry of defense, 

are insignificant, traditionally being only 1.5-2% of "space" budget 

of country (Table 2.2). However, one should consider that these means 

in their overwhelming part led to the development of applied1 

civilian cosmonautics, where in the middle of the 80's they already 

reached 40% in the structure of corresponding state assignments. 

FOOTNOTE '. Exception is small by volume work on creation of nuclear 

engines and isotopic sources of power, carried out by department of 

power engineering, and also part of basic research, financed by 

national scientific fund. ENDFOOTNOTE. 

Together with an increase in financing works for economic-applied 

mastery of outer space department-users substantially enlarged forms 

of their participation in this activity, having set about 

accomplishing a number of new functions. In the last decade promoted 

considerably were their own studies of "nonspace" departments 
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regarding the requirements for the specialized satellites of the 

following generations. 

A number of federal departments began commercial dissemination of 

satellite information, suitable for practical use in a number of 

branches of economy. Even in the middle of the 70's the Departments 

of Agriculture, Trade and Internal Affairs created the centers of 

collection and storage of the information about natural resources, 

received with the aid of "Landsat" satellites and aviation. Only the 

information array of the center in Sioux Falls (state of South Dakota) 

toward the end of the 1980 financial year comprised about 6.5 million 

images of different areas of the surface of the earth (more than 80% 

its total area), including approximately 1.5 million photographs from 

the "Landsat" satellites and more than 60 thousand photographs . from 

the manned spacecraft "Gemini", "Apollo" and the orbital station 

"Skylab", 4. 9 million photographs from aircraft. The commercial 

dissemination of materials of the giant banks of information is 

carried out through 42 special representatives of the named centers, 

opened in 23 states of the USA, federal district of Columbia and the 

Panama Canal zone. 

Page 51. 

Income from sales .of satellite information constantly grows and in 

1984, for example, achieved a sum of approximately 4 million dollars, 

which was distributed according to users by following manner (%l: 

government departments - 45, industrial firms - 26, scientific 
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organizations 5, local organizations of authority - 3, private 

individuals - 2 and foreign countries - 19 ' . 
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Table 2.2. Participation of federal departments of the USA in the 

realization of national space program, millions of dollars (in 

parenthesis %). 

Be)l.OMCT80 Lb)
(Q) 

MHIDICTePCTBO (I) 
o60poHbI 

HACA 

MHHHCTepcmo (fp) 
3Hepre11lKH 

MHlDlcrepCTBO (~) 
cenl>CKoro x03J1i1CTBa 

MHIDICTePCTBO (10) 
BHyrpeHHHx nen 

MHIDICTePCTBO (\ ~ 
TpaHcnopra 

HBUlIOHlnLHbIA (14) 
HaY'IHbiII toHA 

Hroro••• (Ib\ 

<l>lOIaHCHpo- (C.) rnaOHble Hanpa8neHHlI AeRTem.HOCTH 
BaHHe KOCMH
qeCKOK npor
paMMbt - 61OA
)l(CT 1985 $101. r. 

12913 (2.) HMOKP B qaCTH C03Aa1D1J1 nepCneKnlB
(64,4) HblX soeIDlO-KOCMHQeCK/lX CHeteM. Pa3

pa60TKa H 3KcnnyaTaUllJl CHeteM KOC
MHqeCKOA pa3BeAKH, CBJllH H ynpaane
HM, HaBHr3IUIH, Mereoponom_Koro 
o6ecneQellllll 

6804 (3) HMOKP B o6naCIl! HccneAOBallHJl KOC
(34,0) 	 MOca H npHKlI3lUloro HCIIO~30BaHIIJI 

KOCMHQecKolI -reXHHKH. Pa3pa!!on<a 
KOCMHQeCKHX Tp3HCDOpTHLIX CHeteM. 
KOCMHQeCKHe nonen.! 

255 (5)3KcnnyaT3UHJI Me-reocny11!HKOB H CIIYT
(1,3) HUKOB nnR HccnenOBaHHlI npHpOI7.HhU 

peCYPCOB 

34 (l) Pa3pa60TKa Jlnejllllolx 3Hepre11l'leCKHX 
(0,2) YCTaHOBOK jl,JllI KOCMH'leCKHX CHeteM, 

-reXHOnOTHH ynanellllJl pann03K11IBIWX 
OTXOnOB B KOCMOC 

(q) OueHRa ypO)l(3AHOCTII Cen1>CKOxo3l11!CT
BelDlbIX KY1ll>ryp. MOHHTopHHr nOQB, 
BOA/lblX peCypCOB, paC11lrenbHOCTH 

20 (II) Pa3Bel7.Ka H oueHKa 3aDaCOB MHHepanL
(0,1) HblX peCypCOB. KapTHpoBIHHe 

(13) KYPHpoBaHHe npoueCCOB KOMMeplllla
DH331l)1H OAHOpa30BblX paKCT-tlOCHTe
nellHACA . 

(IS) ~H/1.IMeHTaJl),lILle HayqHlole HccneAOBl
I0Il 

20026 
(100) . 

Comprised on: 85/86 Aerospase Facts and Figures. P. 71. 

Key: (a). Department. (b). Financing space program - budget 1985 

financial yr. (e). Main directions of activity. (1). Department of 

http:Pa3Bel7.Ka
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Defense. (2). NIOKR in part of creation of perspective 

military-space systems, development and exploitation of systems of 

space exploration, communications and control, navigation, 

meteorological support. (3). NIOKR in field of space research and 

applied use of space technology. the development of space transport 

systems. Space fl ights. (4). Department of trade. (5) • 

Exploitation of weather satellites and satellites for study of natural 

resources. (6). Department of power engineering. (7). Development 

of nuclear power plants for space systems, technology for removal of 

radioactive wastes into space. (8). Department of Agriculture. (9) . 

Evaluation of productivity of agricultural crops. Monitoring ground, 

water resources, vegetation. (10). Department of Internal Affairs. 

(11). Exploration and evaluation of reserves of mineral resources. 

Charting. (12). Department of transportation. (13). Dissemination 

of processes of commercialization of one-time carrier rockets of NASA. 

(14). National scientific fund. (15). Basic scientific research. 

(16). Altogether •••• 

Page 52. Together with the fixed expansion of economic and 

scientific-technical possibilities an increase in the national space 

program of the USA, introduced into this region of activity known 

elements of decentralization, interdepartmental contradictions and 

frictions, brought in a number of cases to the loss of the clear 

prospects for further development of the existing systems. For the 

purpose of an improvement in the organization of the execution of 

national space program the Presidents J. Carter and R. Reagan were 

forced to take supplementary measures for the intensification of the 
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coordination of the civilian, military, and commer~ial space programs 

of the USA. In the directives accepted by them the role of NASA is 

consistently emphasized as the central team of the organizational 

structure of the civilian space program of the USA, responsible for 

the development and the bringing to stage of the exploitation of the 

basic types of space technology, the scope of this organization in the 

development of long-term prospects for American cosmonautics. Along 

with that in practice just as consistently is carried out course for 

the withdrawal at NASA of authorizations of formation and exploitation 

of the potential of applied cosmonautics, which with the maintaining 

of existing tendencies threatens this department to become in the 

course of time a research organization with very limited functions. 

Provisions are made for supplementary measures for the integration of 

military and civilian space projects, the closer connecting of the 

corresponding efforts of federal departments and particular business. 

Such activities of the American administration testify about 

attempts of a bourgeois state to modify the economic mechanism, to 

introduce some elements of planning principle into it, to search for 

new forms and methods of stimulating scientific-technical progress in 

spite of numerous obstacles, given rise to by a capitalist system. 

However, the practice of capitalist mastery of space not only 

indicates about the low resultfulness of such efforts, but also 

reflects the important contemporary trend of development of the 

national space program of the USA as a whole - militarization of all 

its directions, including formally civil~an. 
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Although officially NASA deals only with civilian space studies, 

while servicemen relate to scope of department of defense, this 

separation is very conditional and difficultly realized, since to 

conduct division between the two categories in majority of cases is 

practically impossible: achievements of space engineering and 

technology can be used both for peaceful and for military purposes. 

This situation is widely acknowledged. This is how this thought -was 

formulated, for example, one of the heads of NASA, J. Martin, the head 

for control of aviation and space equipment, intended to provide a 

scientific reserve for the activity of the remaining subdivisions of 

the department: ftThe program of technological studies by NASA was not 

directed exclusively toward the satisfaction of the demands of the 

department of defense. However, according to our evaluation, 

approximately 80% of completed works have for this department vital 

importance. Many perspective programs of NASA are oriented to the 

achievement of results, which are equally important for decisions in 

the future of both civilian and military problems. Moreover, the 

significant part of the problems, which appear with the execution of 

civilian studies and flights, are completely analogous to problems of 

the developments of military technology. We do not foresee changes in 

the indicated segment of studies of dual purposes" ,. 

Page 53. 

This situation makes it possible for department of defense to 

orientate to a considerable extent efforts of NASA for development of 
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scientific and technical bases of creation of military-space systems, 

limiting its own programs of NIOKR only in those directions, which 

provide final adjustment of specific characteristics of constructed 

technology, determined by its military purpose. This confirms the 

nature of the distribution of state allocations into appropriate 

categories and directions of NIOKR. Thus, in the 1985 financial yr. 

the allocations of NASA for basi'c research (826.7 million dollars) 

exceeded more than four times the analogous allocations of USAF (206.2 

million dollars), by line of which it is isolated to 80% of 

allocations for military space programs. The excess of the 

allocations of NASA for applied research was almost twofold (1088.1 

million and 557 million dollars accordingly). However, as far as 

allocations for fundamental .and applied research on such scientific 

disciplines as astronomy and astronautics are concerned, here the sum 

of the means, isolated by the state of NASA (1260.4 million dollars in 

the 1985 financial yr.), considerably exceeds allocations according to 

analogous articles of the department of defense as a whole (410.9 

million dollars) 11 

Use of results of NIOKR, carried out according to programs of 

NASA, in interests of department of defense is provided by presence of 

branched system of coordinating organs, which control interrelations 

of two departments. General leadership is carried out by a group on 

space to studies and space technology of interdepartmental 

coordination council for aeronautics and astronautics (see Fig. 1). 

Furthermore, is formed a whole series of special coordination groups 
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in the most important thematic directions. The representatives of the 

Pentagon and the special subdivisions, which are occupied by military 

thematics, work in all centers of NASA. But if we still consider the 

constant rotation of the leading officials between NASA and department 

of defense (for example, mentioned J. Martin arrived at NASA, after 

leaving the post of the assistant of the Secretary of the Air Force; 

the "Space Shuttle" program over a number of years was headed by 

General J. Abrahamson temporarily sent on business from the armed 

forces, who after this retu·rned to the Pentagon and was appointed as 

the head of 501 program and, etc.), then it becomes obvious that NASA 

can be considered as an active and very important team of the military 

industrial complex of the USA. 

As formal basis of cooperation of federal departments with 

execution of state programs serves slogan abo.ut efficient use of 

resources being isolated, which can be provided by elimination of 

duplication of works. The need for close cooperation of military and 

civilian organizations for accomplishing of space projects, exchange 

of information and as obtained results repeatedly emphasized in a 

"memoranda about mutual unders:anding", signed by the officials of 

NASA and Pentagon in connection with the organization of a different 

kind of general and specific problems of the cooperation of 

departments in the region of the mastery of space. The realization of 

the principies of "mutual understanding" in practice indicates the use 

of a scientific-technical "reserve", research and experimental base, 

cadres, the financial resources of NASA for the final adjustment of 
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the elements of military-space programs. 

Page 54. 

Thus, according to evaluations of the main controlling-financial 

administration with congress of the USA, of the sum total of the 5334 

million dollars, which NASA asked for according to the article of 

WNIOKR" on the 1983 financial yr. budget, 1100 millions (20.5%) was 

envisaged for operations, which relate to military programs, and 400 

additional million dollars (7.7%) - to operations, which relate to 

programs of dual purpose ,. 

Practice of creation of new space technology in the USA gives 

many examples of "asymmetric", regarding American researchers, 

cooperation of military and civilian organizations. The convincing 

examples to that were demonstrated in the course of creation of a 

repeated space transport system - the largest project of American 

cosmonautics of the 70's .- beginning of the 80's. As is known, the 

development of spacecraft "Space Shuttle", the Navy construction of 

four ships and their exploitation were charged to NASA. However, in 

the initial stages of design, lending in that period only purely 

symbolic financial support to project, the USAF insisted on the 

characteristics of spacecraft realized now, after rejecting a more 

"modest" project of NASA. The increased dimensions of cargo hOld and 

degree of maneuverability of ship upon entry into the atmosphere were 

connected with the plans of creation of a "very important payload" of 

the USAF, which had to requir~ the appropriate size and ·energy 
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characteristics of transportation means. 

On border of 80's, when development of spacecraft "Space Shuttle" 

entered completion stage, attitude of department of defense toward 

project underwent considerable changes: military departments "in more 

complete measure" began to lend support to program. These changes 

were connected not only with the real evaluation of the possibility of 

the "inscription" of new transportation means in the consensus of 

acting military-space policy, but in the later stage and with the 

decisions about the definite change in the approaches taking into 

account the disclosed prospects " 

Ship "Space Shuttle" is capable of placing in orbit objects, 

doubly great in weight and triply great in volume, than "Titan-e" (the 

most powerful of one- time carrier rockets utilized by department of 

defense). This makes it possible to ensure greater redundancy of 

onboard systems of satellites, increasing thus the duration of their 

active existence and decreasing the frequency of replacement. 

Furthermore, to install in the satellites auxiliary equipment, which 

makes it possible with the aid of one apparatus to solve a whole 

complex of problems. The latter has special importance from the point 

of view of effective execution of programs of experimental final 

adjustment of equipment and systems of perspective space technology. 

As a result of the realization of all these new approaches it is 

proposed to ensure considerable savings of expenditures of the 

department of defense. 
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The ship makes it possible to return to earth for repair 

satellites, on which arose troubles in track-out phase or with 

location in orbit. with gaining of experience of the exploitation of 

ship wSpace Shuttle" it is proposed to modify the design of the 

satellites , launched into low orbits, in order to make their return to 

the earth for the subsequent repair and repeated use possible. 

Page 55. 

Specialists of the USAF discuss the possibility in principle to use 


ship "space shuttle" for the inspection, removals from orbits and 


deliveries to earth of satellites of foreign countries. 


In light of planned creation of antimiss·ile system 

representatives of Washington administration are increasingly more 

determinedly voiced in favor of close fitting of plans of exploitation 

of space transport system with realization of "defensew concept of 

Pentagon, examining ship "Space shuttle" as a necessary means of 

. transportation and guarantee of assembly of elements of space basing 

of a perspective antimissile system. Changed the views of the 

Pentagon and on the possible role of astronauts in the solution of 

military problems . As a result of carried out analysis the 

specialists of the USAF arrived at a conclusion about the need of 

expanding the presence of man in space both for purposes of research 

and developments and for the solution of such operational problems, 

where the activity depends on changes in the situations. The number 
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of military specialists in the vanguard of the astronauts of NASA was 

considerably increased for this. 

Claims of Pentagon on use of new space transport system were 

officially attached to "memorandum about mutual understanding", signed 

by department of defense and NASA•. This document determined the 

rights of the department of defense to accomplish flights, connected 

with providing of "national security", including with the use of 

launching system and Mission Control Center, that belong to NASA. For 

all flights, which fall . under the named category, the head is 

appointed by the department of defense. The Secretary of the Air 

Force obtained the right to question the extraordinary execution of 

any flight concerning a program of the department of defense before 

the director of NASA. Servicemen did not delay in using their right 

of priority. Already in 1982 by ship "Space Shuttle" was launched the 

first experimental payload of the department of defense, "displaced" 

for this from the 18th flight (as was planned initially) to the 4th. 

In this case from the flight program an experiment of NASA was 

excluded. 

With all changes in approaches to use of repeated transport 

system for removal of payloads into space specific weight of launching 

according to programs of department of defense in compound "model of 

flights" of ship "Space Shuttle", periodically corrected in accordance 

with priorities and financial possibilities of American cosmonautics, 

remains stably high. If, according to the evaluations of the mid 
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70's, for the satisfaction of military needs for a means of launching 

were planned less than 20% of flights of ship "Space Shuttle" in the 

80's, then subsequently this number was invariably corrected only in 

the direction of an increase. According to the evaluations, made in 

mid 1982, to 1988 by programs of the Pentagon were proposed to use 

already half the flights. As is known, the loss of "Challenger" and 

the subsequent then prolonged interruption in the exploitation of 

transport ships caused considerable failure of the curve of launching 

of payloads, NASA matched previously with clients . However, even 

under these conditions five of the first after this interruption nine 

flights of the ship "Space Shuttle", which are planned for 1988-1989, 

are intended to carry out in the interests of the department of 

.defense. 

Page 56. 

Attaching so great a value to use of ship "Space Shuttle" in the 

implementation of its own plans, department of defense together with 

that did not reveal readiness to pack means of military budget into 

implementation of program. And although the total allocations of the 

USAF for program "Space Shuttle" achieved in the 1988 financial yr. 

almost 5 billion dollars, only an insignificant part of these means 

was isolated for financing the works of general nature according to 

the program. Their basic purpose - enclosure into the construction of 

her own launching system of the Air Force on the base Vandenberg, 

financing the development of different payloads of military purpose 

for the ship "Space Shuttle", the interorbital stage for the transfer 
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of payloads from the base into the higher orbits, which are preferable 

for a number of military-space systems. 

Using ship "Space Shuttle", heads of Pentagon attain a definite 

redistribution of means, isolated by NASA, into their benefit. As is 

known, the operational flights of ship "Space Shuttle" are conducted 

by NASA on the basis of compensation of expenditures by the owners of 

the launched payloads. Initially for the DOD of the USA for the 

period of 1982-1988 was established a tariff on the freight of ship 

"Space Shuttle", almost 1.5 times less than for other government 

departments. The amounts of payments expected were considerably below 

the prime cost of launching of the spacecraft. Indicating the 

financial difficulties of NASA, which became already chronic, the main 

controlling-financial administration noted that the discussion deals 

actually with completely unjustifieG "subsidizing of users". 

According to calculations, only for 12 years of the exploitation of 

the new transport system the department of defense had to underpay 

NASA 745 million dollars (in the prices of 1975) ". The tariff on 

the freight of ship "Space Shuttle" for the department of defense then 

was somewhat increased under the pressure of congress. However, it as 

before remained considerably lower than the level of corresponding 

payments of other government and commercial users, that does not make 

it possible for NASA to rely on the complete liquidation of the 

nonequivalent nature of calculations with the military departments. 

So in practice intense militarization of a program of creation 
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and exploitation of repeated space transport system, which is still 

represented by means of mass information of USA as one of the largest 

civilian projects of American cosmonautics, is accomplished. This 

policy of the department of defense with respect to the most important 

programs of NASA underwent its further development, when military 

department was mixed into complex negotiations relative to the types 

of cooperation for the creation and the rights of participation in the 

exploitation of a permanent orbital station, which were conducted by 

NASA with the West European space agency, Japan, and Canada. The 

department of defense decided to prevent the conclusion of agreement 

about joint control of station, which would contradict potential 

military activity of the USA on board this formally civilian object. 

"We must retain the possibility to conduct onboard experiments in the 

interests of national security· " - thus formulated requirements of 

the military by J. May, responsible official of the council of 

national security, that watches in it the development of national 

space program. Only with the intercession of an interdepartmental 

group on space with the President of the USA was it possible to solve 

the disagreements between NASA and the department of defense about the 

use of an orbital station by military departments. 

Page 57. 

The department of defense obtained the right to conduct on station 

research, connected with the creation of a weapon; however, it was 

obligated not to place on its aircraft similar systems. This 

compromise allowed NASA to confirm its obligation to use the station 
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"for peaceful purposes, consistent with international law", and to 

continue negotiations with foreign partners. 

Support by department of defense of programs of NASA, which have, 

in its opinion, direct or potential military value, is a form of wider 

influence of Pentagon on structure and proportions of national space 

program. Under the conditions for chronic budgetary limitations 

"sufficient" financing of some projects. of NASA has already a long 

time been carried out by reducing means allotted to others. In many 

respects under the pressure of the Pentagon the allocations for space 

research and the aeronautics program became the customary articles of 

such reductions. Thus, during the discussion of annual budgets NASA 

in the congress of the USA has repeatedly noted that they provide only 

those programs (referring to aviation equipment), which are connected 

with military aviation in essence. However, as far as the analyses of 

planets are concerned, for their realization NASA is forced to accept 

the financial aid of different kinds of public organizations. 

Completely different appears practice of implementation of those 

research programs, whose results promise to lead to cardinal breaches 

in creation of newest technology, which have in principle important 

military value. In such cases the military departments attempt 

already in the initial stages to subordinate the course of studies to 

their own interests, actively utilizing in this case financial 

resources, material resources, the experience of junior partners in 

cooperation. 
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. On such principles is built, in particular, cooperation of 

department of defense and NASA for program of creation under 

leadership of military departments of experimental aerospace aircraft 

(VKS), on base of which subsequently can be developed repeated 

single-stage spacecraft of class "Land-orbit", aerospace apparatuses 

of military. purpose, hypersonic airliners. Financial expenditures for 

development and construction to mid 90's of three experimental models 

of VKS are evaluated to 3.3 billion dollars, of which from the 

department of defense are intended to isolate about 80% and only 20% 

fall in the portion of NASA. However, it is determined, that NASA 

will bring in 300 scientists and engineers from their own regular 

personnel for accomplishing of NIOKR, which will cause supplementary 

expenditures for the payment of personnel, experimental base, and 

operational provisions at the sum of 500 million dollars. 

Furthermore, by industrial firm-contractors, who participate in 

operations according to the program, must be accomplished capital 

investments for approximately 725 million dollars " 

No less interest, than to the sphere of research and 

developments, exhibits department of defense of USA to use of applied 

space systems of civilian departments and particular firms. Beginning 

of this practice was established in the mid 60's, when a number of 

corresponding military systems was located in the developmental stage. 

Thus, in that period was conducted the planning of launching of 

military reconnaissance satellites taking into account data about the 

I 
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nature of cloudiness in the area of the objects of interest, which 

came from weather satellites, which belong to civilian departments. 
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Page 58. 

Use of civilian space technology did not lose its urgency, also, 

after putting into commission of corresponding military space systems. 

On the contrary, in a number of cases its scales grew considerably; 

and it seized several new spheres of the applied application of space 

technology. Thus, the department of defense is the most important 

user of information, which enters from "Landsat" satellites. To its 

share fall more than 1/3 of all information, bought by federal 

departments of the USA. It is used, in particular, for hydrographic 

mapping (detection of shallows, etc.), and also for the evaluation of 

characteristics of soil from ,the point of ~iew of planning 

participation of various types of techniques in tactical operations. 

A significant part of the needs of department of defense for 

means of communication is provided by international organization 1TSO 

and privately owned corporat~ons of the USA, which control commercial 

satellite communication systems, The USA as before actively uses for 

the needs of the armed forces information from civilian weather 

sat~llites. The department of defense desires to use civilian space 

technology deliberately in the future, planning, in particular, the 

transmission of information from perspective satellites of military 

intelligence through satellite- repeaters TDRSS, leased by NASA at 

particular firm "Spacecom", 
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Should be noted almost complete absence of any reciprocal steps 

of military department in this region. OVer a number of years, for 

example, the possibility of use for civilian needs of information, 

received with the aid of reconnaissance satellites of the department 

of defense, is discussed by American administration. The result of 

many-year debates on this question at the level of highest state 

authority was transfer to the civilian users only of an insignificant 

volume of available data on conditions of observing a whole series of 

limitations during their use. 

Increase in cost of creation of space systems forces department 

of defense to search for possibilities of reduction in its 

expenditures in this region. One of such ways is the course for 

creation of applied complexes of dual purpose, designed for use by 

both military, and civilian users. This was, in particular, one of 

the reasons, which explain the initiative of VMS of the USA for 

creation of the commercial communication system "Marisat W for the care 

of military and commercial fleets in the water areas of the Atlantic 

and Pacific Oceans. After paying less than 40% of the cost of the 

design of the space and coast complexes of the system, the department 

of defense obtained an exceptional right to use for putting into 

commission her own system "FLEETSATCOM" a significant part of the 

capacity of wMARISATw satellites in the zone of each ocean. 

Similar form of enlistment of private capital by department of 

, defense for solution of her own problems was further developed. At 
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the end of the 70's VMS of the USA concluded new agreement with a 

particular corporation for the creation by it of the space 

communication system "LISAT". This space complex, which is the 

property of firm "Hughes Aircraft", is intended for the guarantee of 

activity of the Navy of the USA in the water areas of three oceans; it 

will be used by VMS on the conditions of a long-term lease. 

Page 59. 

This method of replacing the operational system of military space 

communication "FLEETSATCOM" by a more advanced means was considered 

not randomly advisable. A similar organization of programs of the 

modernization of serving military-space systems increasingly more 

frequently is examined as an alternative to the creation of space 

technology for our own means. 

Use by military departments of potential of civilian cosmonautics 

in diverse forms is pursued, undOubtedly, and common goals. Expanding 

its influence along entire front of the applied mastery of space, 

carried out by civilian departments and particular firms, the 

department of defense attains a maximally possible orientation of 

operations for the satisfaction of military needs conducted by them. 

In relations with government organizations these goals are reached 

with the aid of the determined levers of state regulation. However, 

as far as the sphere' of activity of corporations is concerned, here 

the Pentagon attains cooperation, attracting privately owned 

organizations by the prospect of obtaining long-term contracts for the 

------ -~-, - . 
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care of military users. 

Under conditions for an increase in competition on markets for 

services big monopolies willingly use given possibilities of expanding 

owner's activity with orientation for guaranteed state consumption. 

The existing tendencies for use of commercial systems by organizations 

of the department of defense form a definite approach of privately 

owned corporations for the creation of new space technology, impelling 

them to consider the specific demands of potential military users. As 

an example of civilian development, oriented to military use, can 

serve the satellites of the national commercial system of 

communications of the firms "American Satellite", to exploit which it 

is proposed from the end of .the present decade.. For practice of use 

of civilian space vehicles first commands transferred on their board 

will be coded, which must protect satellites from "random or desirous 

interferences". 

Thus, as a result of its interference in sphere of economic 

applied mastery of space Pentagon receives access to developed complex 

of civilian space means, oriented to certain degree for needs of 

military users. Solution of this problem is examined by the 

department of defense, also, in the context of changes in the common 

strategy of military use of space. In the opinion of K. Oldermen, 

deputy of the assistant of the Secretary of Defense on questions of 

the technical policy, one of the leading contemporary tendencies in 

this field is rejection of the common in the past practice of the 
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creation of optimized expensive space vehicles and the reorientation 

to simpler satellites , which require lesser expenditures. "We prefer 

10 comparatively vulnerable satellites of space basing to a 

"super-satellite" with a means of self-defence", he stated in the 

summer of 1987. 

Nevertheless military experts continue to develop recommendations 

regarding increase in protection of space and ground-based complexes 

of commercial satellite systems. 

Page 60. 

The planned measures are intended, in particular, to decrease the 

vulnerabi1i~y of communication satellites to the influence of ionizing 

radiation and other damaging factors, to raise their freedom from 

interference and secretiveness of transmissions. The department of 

defense attains so that the government would guarantee to firms the 

compensation for supplementary expenditures, and also the compensation 

of the decrease of income, connected with limitations during 

exploitation, by the caused requirements of military use of systems. 

Recently the Pentagon undertakes efforts, also, on the organizational 

strengthening of its claims on the advantageous use of civilian space 

technology, developing the procedures of the special changeover of 

commercial systems for the solution of military problems in the case 

of an emergence of "national need", 

Everything presented makes it possible to make conclusion that 
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complex of large-scale measures for militarization of American space 

program carried out not only causes displacement of internal 

priorities and a breakdown of logic of development of activity of USA 

in study and mastery of outer space. It embeds tendencies toward the 

definite reduction in the independent value of space of NIOKR, the 

contraction of the potential contribution of cosmonautics to economic 

growth and social development. 

3. Peculiarities of capitalist integration in the mastery of space: 

West European model. 

Multilateral international cooperation presents characteristic 

feature of participation of West European states in study and mastery 

of outer space. Besides the cornmon objective reasons for the 

unification of scientific-technical and economic resources in this new 

region of state activity the development of regional cooperation in 

the matter of the mastery of space in Western Europe is dictated by a 

number of supplementary political and economic goals. In the 

political plan the integrated processes were proclaimed as 

"instruments of the construction of Europe". By this was implied the 

firm intention to convert Western Europe into the "third space power". 

In the plan this cooperation is considered economic in Western Europe 

as the sole way to a more equal cooperation with the USA in space 

studies and, more importantly, in an economic-applied mastery of outer 

space as the possibility of increasing the competitive ability of West 

European industrial firms in the struggle for orders with 
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accomplishing of int'ernational projects. 

Reasons indicated led to institution in the beginning of 60's of 

two important intergovermental unifications: European organization 

for development of carrier rockets (ELDO) and European organization of 

space studies (ESRO) . The members of ELDO were Belgium, Great 

Britain, Italy, Netherlands, France, FRG, and also Australia; members 

of ESRO - Belgium, Great Britain, Denmark, Spain, Italy, Netherlands, 

France, the FRG, Switzerland, Sweden. 

Page 61. 

Furthermore, some from the West European countries were represented to 

the named unifications as observers: in ELDO - Denmark, Switzerland, 

in ESRO - Austria, Ireland. Thus, in the mid 60's, when embarked in 

force the constitutive conventions of ELDO and ESRO, on the path of 

regional cooperation arose 12 West European states. 

Total expenditures of these unifications, formed from yearly 

contributions of participating countries (Table 2~3), at the beginning 

of 1975 achieved almost 1.7 billion dollars, which composed more than 

43% of means, spent on study and mastery of outer space by all 

countries of Western Europe for the years 1961-1974. However, as 

testifies the structure of the budgets of ELDO and ESRO, financing the 

programs of these unifications was carried out predominantly by 

France, the FRG, Great Britain (79% of budget of ELDO and 64% - ESRO). 

This made it possible for them to determine the technical policy and 
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the basic directions of West European cooperation in study and mastery 

of outer space. 

According to programs of ESRO wi"hin this period were created and 

launched 7 research satellites with the aid of carrier rockets of USA, 

184 research probe rockets, were constructed Center of Space Studies 

in Noordwijk (Netherlands), Control Center in Darmstadt (FRG), 

training ground for launching of research rockets in Kiruna (Sweden), 

network of tracking stations of outer space objects. The development 

of "European" carrier for the program of ELDO (project "Europe") was 

not crowned with success, and operations, on which were spent about 

0.9 billion dollars, were convoluted. 

Decennial experience of joint activity of West European countries 

in study and mastery of outer space even taking into account definite 

failures confirmed advisability of this cooperation. Therefore, in 

spite of the reorganization of activity in the region of space, 

undertaken by the countries of Western Europe in the mid 70's, further 

prospects for the development of space programs are connected here as 

before with accomplishing of joint projects. 
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Table 2.3. Portion of participating countries in financing of the 

programs of ELDO and ESRO, t. 
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Key: (a). Country. (b). Annual contribution to the budget. (c). 

Country . (d). Annual contribution to the budget. (1). France. 

(2). Denmark. (3). Spain . (4) . Great Britain. (5). Sweden. 

(6). Italy. (7). Switzerland. (B). Belgium. (9). Australia. 

(10). granting of training ground Woomera. (11). Netherlands. 
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The basic meaning of reorganization was the search for a more flexible 

structure, which, after preserving the advantages of cooperation and 

as far as possible after excluding the excessive duplication of 

completed works, would make it possible in greater measure to consider 

national interests of individual states. The need for structural 

changes indicated is explained by two reasons. The first of them is 
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connected with the real achievements of countries of Western Europe in 

the area of space technology, which to the mid 70's already made it 

possible for them to more soundly raise the question about the 

creation of space systems, including commercial nature, the competing 

with analogous systems of the USA or intergoverrnental unifications, 

controlled by monopolies of this country. The main problem, which it 

was in prospect to solve for the countries of Western Europe, was the 

creation of its own means of launching outer space objects in to 

highly energetic orbits, which would afford the possibility to conduct 

a more independent policy in questions of the applied use of space 

technology by it. 

Second reason consists in a definite contradiction of interests 

of countries , which possess greatest scientific-technical and economic 

possibilities in West Europe, with interests of remaining participants 

in unifications. The mid 70's was marked by the tendency of some of 

them, in particular by the FRG, to more closely connect its space 

programs with operations, made in the USA. Solution of this problem 

would make it possible to considerably accelerate the' contraction of 

the explosion of these countries with the United States in the matter 

of creation of newest types of space technology and to realize 

practical advantages from the mastery of outer space in the sphere of 

economy. However, cooperation with t he USA according to large-scale 

programs requires the enclosure of such considerable means, that this 

placed for doubt the possibility of the successful realization of 

perspective projects of ELDO and ESRO with the established 
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organizational forms within the planned periods. 

For eliminating emergent contradictions in 1975 was accepted 

decision about creation of a uniform West European organization for 

mastery of outer space - West European Space Agency (EKA) - by merging 

programs of ELDO and ESRO and acceptance of the organizational 

structure of the latter as basis. As participants of EKA arose 10 

West European states - members of ESRO and somewhat late Austria, 

. Ireland, Norway, status of associated members obtained Canada and 

Finland. The goal of unification is the guarantee of more precise 

cooperation of West European states in research and mastery of outer 

space, development of rocket-space technology and its applied use. 

Participating countries attain a practical solution of presented 

problems by manufacture and conducting a uniform long-term West 

European policy in the mastery of outer space and in relations with 

other states, international organizations and institutions, which 

participate in this activity; the development and realization of a 

uniform West European research program and mastery of outer space; a 

more complete agreement of general routine with the national programs 

of mastery of outer space is possible • 

Page 63. 

Basic organization of strategic leadership EKA - a council of the 

agency composed of representatives of all member states, which have 

available to it one vote. In the function of council enters the 

determination of the policy of EKA in the scientific, technical, 
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administrative, and financial areas, the acceptance of yearly budget 

and the determination of the level of expenditures for a five-year 

period. The convention. about the institution EKA provides for 

possibility of designing with the council of different kind of boards 

for specific directions of activity of organization, which include the 

representatives of states - participants in the corresponding 

programs. 

Executive power (operative management) belongs to 

Director-General of EKA, elected by council for a determined period. 

Under his leadership operate six administrations, which operate 

according to programmed (control of scientific programs, applicatiQns 

programs, space transport systems) and functional (administration for 

the guarantee of programs, technical-engineering, administrative) 

principles. 
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6. Management of program of West European cooperation in mastery of 

space. 

1. Secretary general of EKA. 2. Service of coordination and 

control. 3. Apparatus of secretary general. 4. Administrative 

management. 5. Technical management. 6. Management of 

exploitation. 7. Management of scientific programs. 8. Management 

of applications programs. 9. Management of space transport systems. 

10. Personnel division and' general guarantee. 11. Financial 

department. 12. Juridical department. 13. Department of contracts. 

14. Department of payload design. 15. Department of satellite 

design. 16. Department of tests and calculations. 17. Department 
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of system design. 18. Department of computer technology. 19. 

Department of systems exploitation. 20 . Department of meteorological 

support. 21. Department of ground-based complex. 22. Department of 

scientific projects. 23. Department of space studies. 24. 

Department of space communication. 25. Department of natural 

resources research. 26. Department of "Ariane" rocket-carriers. 27. 

Department of manned orbital objects. 28. Department of orbital 

experiments. 29. European Institute of Space Research. 

Page 64. 

General directivity of joint West European space programs 

underwent considerable changes. If previously prevailing in the 

activity of ESRO was the creation of research satellites, then in EKA 

basic accent was postponed by the development of sp~ce technology of 

applied purpose - weather satellites, communication satellites, to the 

studies of natural resources. Special position in the united West 

European program occupied work on the creation of carrier rockets 

"Ariane" and the manned orbiting laboratory ·Spacelab". The 

successful realization of the first project is examined not only as a 

material basis of an independent policy of the countries of Western 

Europe in questions of creation and exploitation of its own space 

technology, but also as a ponderable argument in the struggle for a 

more equal nature of co-operation with the USA during the formation of 

international systems, for orders of the creation of national space 

systems of applied purpose for developing countries. The creation of 

the orbiting laboratory ·Spacelab", consistent with the space 
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transport ship of the USA, for the first time revealed for the 

countries of Western Europe the possibility of participation in manned 

space flights. 

Considerable increase in magnitude of united "space" budget of 

countries of Western Europe - more than 2.4 times during period of 

1975-1960 in comparison with previous sexennial - was a reflection not 

only of the total increase of assignments for space programs in these 

countries, but also changes in nature of distribution of resources to 

national and international elements of programs themselves. On the 

established tendency in this region testifies an increase in the 

portion of the means, directed for financing of programs of EKA, in 

the structure of the "space" budgets of the leading West European 

states. Thus, if in 1975 this portion for the first time some~hat 

exceeded half of the budgets of France and FRG, then in 1977 it 

composed already respectively 61 and 56%, and in the budget of Great 

Britain - even 65%. The determined increase in this portion continued 

also for the next 10 years. Thus, under the slogan of integration in 

space from second half of the 70's was begun "regulated" reductions of 

national comprising space programs of West European states. 

Important changes occurred also by way of financing space 

programs by countries - participants in unification. In contrast to 

the practice, accepted in ESRO, all made space programs from the point 

of view of their financings are subdivided now into the necessary and 

the facultative. Necessary programs (first of all, the space program 
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and general security, and also the separate applied projects, were 

added to the category of necessary by special decisions of the council 

of EKA) are financed by all members of unification in essence 

proportional to the size of their GNP. Total expenditures according 

to necessary programs comprise usually about 1/4 annual budget of EKA. 

The facultative programs, which as a rule unite, overwhelm a quantity 

of projects of applied purpose, are financed only by those countries, 

which are interested in their completion. 
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The amount of participation of individual West European states in 

financing of the main directions of space program of EKA are given in 

table 2.4. 

In first half of 80's the main projects, affirmed during creation 

of EKA, were in essence successfully completed. A number of complex 

study programs of outer space was realized, the developments of some 

types of space technology of applied purpose were conducted to the 

borders of commercial introduction, at the end of 1981 were begun the 

operational launching of carrier rocket "Ariane", in 1983, was 

realized the first orbital flight of multipurpose unit "Spa~elab" with 

a west European cosmonaut aboard. The dimensions of annual budget of 

EKA in the mid 80's approached 1.5 billion dollars. 

Data about structure of financing basic directions of activity of 

ERA show that if according to research programs for leading West 
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European countries it was possibl~ to attain relative reduction in 

their expenditures, then in field of creation of most complex types of 

rocket-space technology their role in financing as before remained 

determining. Thus, the portion of France and FRG in financing of two 

main projects of EKA of the 70's - the beginning of the 80's 

orbiting laboratory "Spacelab" and carrier rocket "Ariane" (total cost 

- more than 2 billion dollars) - exceeded 78%, including one by France 

alone - 44%. It is obvious that under such conditions from the 

consistent fulfillmen, by these countries of accepted to themselves 

obligations depend the successes of "space" of Western Europe as a 

whole. 
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Table 2.4. Structure of financing the main directions of space 

program of EKA in 1986, % of total. 

HCTO'IHHK ~) \.b) .!lonll CYanR paCXOjlOB Aonll (d) 
cj>HHaHCHpOBaHHII BKnlll1 Ie) paCXOjlOB 

41paHUlfR I') 21.6 1l10i5113arenbllble nporpaM' 19,6 

Mbl 


¢lpr 18,1 
HnnHlIlJI 10,7 ~1 KccnclloBaHIIll KOCMoca 

H lUIaHeT 11,2 

BenHKoi5pHTalDlll (II 9,5 

BenbrHlI (') 3,0 lllOi5I1lCC ol5ecne~elDlc 8,4 

HKllCpnaH/lLl;') 2,7 (~41aKynbTaTHBHbIC 80,4 


nporpaMMbI 

Hcn8I!HlI(Io, 2,4 

IJIBclI)1l11ll) 1,8 (II)KOCMlI'/eCKHC TpaHtnOpTHblC 

lJIBeAllapH,.,l' I,S CHCTCMbI 27,6 

JlaHHlI\i~) 0,8 oS)opi5HnnbKblc CTaHIIHH H 


nnaTcjlopMbI D,S 
0,2HpnaHWlJI (Ir.l } 


ABCTpHJI, HO~crHJI, \'IlKOCMII'/CCKIJI CBR3L 24,9 

4IKHnllHWIJl, aH3,lla (\.1 2,0 O,;)HccnclloBaHIIR npKpollHbIX 


PCCYPOOB K3 KOCMOCi 11,2 

npo'lllc nOCTYlUlcHHJI(20i 2S,7 ~I\TCXHOnOrH~ecKKe 3Kcnc

PHMCHTbl B KoeMOte '3,2 

Becro... 1 369,3 MIIH 3K~) l?Bccro... 1 367,1 MIlK 3KIO 


. . -- _. .. - --- - ._- - 
Comprised from: Focus '86: A Summary of the 1986 Annual Report of 

the Activities of the European Space Agency. P., 1987. P 85. 

Key: (a). Source of financing. (b). Portion of contribution. (c). 

Classes of expenditures. (d). Portion of expenditures. (1). 

France. (2) • Necessary programs, (3) • Italy. (4) • Research of 

space and planets. (5). Great Britain. (6). General security. 

(7). Belgium, (8). Facultative programs. (9). Netherlands. (10). 

Spain. (11). Space transport systems. (12). Sweden. (13). 

Switzerland. (14). Denmark. (15). Orbital stations and platform. 

(16). Ireland. (17). Austria, Norway, Finland, Canada. (18). 

Space communication. (19). Study of natural resources from space. 

(20). Other entries. (21). Technological experiments in space. 

(22). Together ••• 1 369.3 million ECU. (23). Together ••• 1 367.1 
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million ECU. 
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At the same time the practice of completion of projects of ERA 

indicates that the undertaken reorganization proved in status only to 

partially and only in initial stage soften contradictions, 

organizationally inherent in capitalist integration. A difference in 

the approaches of France and FRG - the most important participants of 

EKA - to the strategy of developments of their space programs , 

contradiction between them and junior partners in the cooperation are 

important factors, which impede further consolidation of the efforts 

of countries of West Europe in the mastery of space. 

Nevertheless after prolonged agreements of a perspective program 

the West European cooperation in the matter of mastery of space 

entered in the second half of 80's into its new stage. Its chief 

characteristic is course on development wi thin the framework of EKA of 

joint West European programs of manned space flights . As important 

independent goals to further prospect are accepted' also the following: 

the maintenance of a common level of activity in study and mastery of 

space, which makes it possible to pretend to qualified participation 

in international projects1 guarantee of competitiveness of West 

European space technology in the elected directions of its 

economic-applied application. 

In accordance with stated goals activity of ERA to end of present 
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century is concentrated on following basic directions. According to 
• 	 programs for the creation of space transport systems is intended to be 

carried out a major project, the total cost approximately 6.5 billion 

Eeu (in 1985 prices) - to put into operation complex "Hermes" 

"Ariane-S". By program is provided for the creation of a reusable 

spacecraft "Hermes", designed for launching into space by new rocket 

"Ariane-5" - by the first West European carrier, intended for 

launching into orbit of manned outer space objects. Basic purpose of 

ship - servicing of orbital stations and automatic platforms. 

"Hermes" will be able to deliver to station up to three cosmonauts 

even 3 t of payload, to be used as a rescue facility if necessary for 

the urgent evacuation of people from the station, to serve as a 

scientific laboratory while conducting of research and experiments in 

autonomous flight. In the stage of exploitation it is provided for 

accomplishing 2-3 flights per year with maximum duration up to 11 

days. It is planned to form the vanguard of the cosmonauts of EKA 

with a number of 15-20 people for piloting of ships and conducting of 

trajectory events. 

In the direction of "orbital stations and platforms" are planned 

to realize program "Columbus" with a cost of approximately 5 billion 

ECU (in 1985 prices). It provides for the creation of four outer 

space objects: 

- an orbital unit, designed for the derivation into space by 

American transport ship and the exploitation in the composition of the 

orbital station of the USA. Unit will maintain 2-3 researchers, 
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delivered to it by a transport ship from earth; 
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- manned orbital station "Pallas·, designed for derivation into 

space by carrier rocket "Ariane-5" and planned as an alternative to 

West European unit in composition of USA station in case, if 

cooperation with NASA in this question concerning any reasons will be 

convoluted. The maintenance of "Pallas" station will be provided by 

ships "Hermes", it is designed for periodic visits by the cosmonauts 

every 1-2 months; 

- two platforms on them for the location of interchangeable 

research and research equipment, designed for the rEmoval and.the 

servicing by West European ("Ariane-5" and "Hermes") and American 

("Space Shuttle") technical equipment. In the second case platform is 

planned to be used in the composition of the orbital station of the 

USA. 

In region of applied space systems - observations of Earth from 

space and space communication - EKA desired to be occupied with 

fundamental problems of development of climatology, study of natural 

resources, organization of communication through satellites in 

insufficiently studied frequency ranges, with mobile objects, etc. 

Special importance .is given to the implementation of the program of 

the creation of satellite ERS for the study of the natural resources 

of sea (cost of program - about 360 million ECU). This project is 

considered as a stage of creation over the long term for an 
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operational system for the study of natural resources of Earth. 

Another important project - development of a system of repeaters 

DRS (cost of project - about 900 million ECU) for guaranteeing 

communication with outer space objects, created according to program 

"Columbus", and ship "Hermes". It is assumed that the introduction of 

space 'systems of national-economic purpose, which already demonstrated 

their commercial potential, will be carried out according to national 

programs, and also by particular firms. 

Is outlined a vast program of technological experiments under 

conditions of micro-gravitation, which are planned to be carried out 

with the use of a space complex, developed according to program 

"Columbus", and before its putting into commission - of 

satellite-platform "Eureka" and orbiting laboratories "Spacelab". 

These experiments are intended for the guarantee of competitiveness of 

Western Europe in the newest fields of materials science and carrying 

out of biological preparations, preparation of the necessary 

scientifically-technological reserve for the future use of outer space 

as the sphere of the location of industrial production. Perspective 

developments of EKA are intended to solve the common problems of 

technical support of all space programs of unification and at the same 

time to support the high level and reputation of West European 

industry in the field of the creation of science-intensive production. 

Within the framework of study programs of outer space and planets 
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is proposed to carry out three or four major projects, exceeding 

scientific-technical and financial possibilities of individual 

countries, after supplementing them with six-seven projects of lower 

range. Thus, as one of the major projects is affirmed the program of 

the creation of an infrared space laboratory ISO for photometry and 

spectroscopy of infrared radiation of different outer space objects 

planets, stars, interstellar substance, normal and active galaxies, 

quasars, etc. Is examined a number of other projects with a cost of 

'approximately 250 million ECU each, from which is proposed to select 

one for its realization in the first half of the 90's. 
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Execution of this vast program requires, naturally, a serious 

increase in the scales of financing by countries-participants. By 

plan of assignments for years 1987-2000 is outlined a more than 1.5

time increase in annual budgets of EKA - from 1 400 million to almost 

2 300 million ECU. However, the overall amount of the means, which 

participating countries intend to invest in the programs of EKA during 

the period of 1987-2000, is approximately 30 billion ECU (all data in 

1985 prices). The planned distribution of budgetary means in the 

basic directions of space program of EKA and the supposed 

participation of individual countries in financing of the most 

important projects are given in tables 2.5 and 2.6. 

At the same time EKA also counts on certain supplementary 

financing of applied directions of its program by users, taking into 
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account that commercial results of exploitations are realized actually 

by particular firms, which use results of programs of unification 

during creation of corresponding practical systems. Furthermore, was 

outlined definite focusing of the attention of participa"ing countries 

on national elements of its programs, within the framework of which 

(at least in the most developed countries) now is conducted all large 

part of the developments of applied space systems. 

In the 80's West European countries took the course on 

dissemination of principles of regional cooperation (with all their 

inadequacy of nevertheless justifying themselves with accomplishing 

joint space programs and developments) also for region of practical 

realization of obtained results. The specific form of the embodiment 

of this course was the institution of international consortiuies for 

financing of creation and subsequent exploitation of regional 

satellite systems of an economic-applied purpose, whose development 

was realized according to the programs of ERA. 

In conducting of consortium "Evtelsat", that is of interest for 

20 West European states, at the end of 1983 was transmitted system of 

space communication on base of satellites ECS. 
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Table 2.5. Structure of financing perspective programs of EKA on 

1987-2000. 

. 
(a)MnH 3KJO % 
, 	 (8 neHax 

1985 r.) 

( 1X>5l133TenbHble nporpaMMbl ' 6226 21 
(~)HccnenOBaHlle KOCMoca K nnaHeT 2899 10 

3327 11( .3)ol5wee o5ecne'leKHe 
(4jhKynbTII'nl8I11de nporpaMMLl 23563 79 

(5lKoCMH~ecKHe TpaHcnOp'nIWe CHCTeMW 9159 , 30 
(lPpp5HtaJlbHLle CT3lIWIH l! nnaTljlopMw 6176 . 21 
('})KOCMH'leCKaJI CDlI3. 3486 '12 
(9)HccnenoBaKHlI npHpOJl.HblX pecypCOB 
.H3 KOCMOca . 3178 '11 
(Id)TeXHOnOm~ecKile 3KcnepHMeHTbl B 

,KOCMOce 	 1564 5 
29789 100( (1)jlTOro ... 

It is comprised from: Air et Cosmos. 1987. 14, III pp. 25-26. 


Key: (a). Million ECU (in 1985 prices). (1). Necessary programs. 


(2) • space and planetary research. (3) • general securi ty . (4) • 

Facultative programs. (5). space transport systems. (6). orbital 

stations and platform. (7). space communication. (8). study of 

natural resources from space. (10). technological experiments in 

space. ' (11). Al together •••• 
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From the end of the 80's the exploitation of the West European system 

of meteorological observations from space will be carried out by the 

organization "Evrnetsat", of which 23 countries are members. It is 

characteristic that both consortiums are considerably expanded due to 

states, which are not members of EKA. However, key positions in these 

unifications as before belong to France, FRG, and Great Britain. 
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Very remarkable fact became institution in Western Europe of new 

commercial organization - international unification "Arianespace". 

, 	 The primary tasks of consortium are: proposal to potential users of 

services for launching of their outer space objects with the aid of 

"Ariane" carrier rockets, developed by EKA; financing and control for 

production of operational models of the carrier "Ariane" of existing 

today and perspectove modifications; control of the activity of space 

center of Kourou in French Guiana in part of the realization by it 

space transport operations. Distinctive characteristic of this 

unification - participation in its creation of private capital . The 

founders of consortium on longitudinal principles were the French 

national center of space studies, 36 leading firms in 

aero-rocket-space and radio-electronic fields, the industries of the 

countries of Western Europe, and the 13 largest West European 

investment banks. During the creation of "Arianespace" the actions of 

the consortium between the founders, who represent different 

countries, were distributed as follows (%): France - 59.25 (including 

KNES - 34), FRG - 19.6, Belgium - 4.4, Italy - 3.6, Switzerland - 2.7, 

Spain - 2.5, Great Britain - 2.4, Sweden - 2.4, Netherlands - 2.2, 

Denmark - 0.7, Ireland - 0.25 (remaining actions were subject to 

distribution during later periods). 

• 
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Table 2.6. Portion of planned financial participation of the 
, 

individual countries - members of EKA in the most important 

perspective projects, %. 

CTPIII Ct) b 'I'epMec:" e"ApHUl.S" " onYMf5" DRS 

( I )cPpaHUIIll 45 -50 45 -51 15 30 
. ~pr 20 -30 22 38 30 

:. (.P.;HraJDIlI 13 -IS IS 25 31 


(.:.) BenHK06pHTalDl1I 5 -10 4 15 34 

("JienbIlIli 7 5 -6,5 5 5 

(£JIHAepnaHJI.bI 5 3 4-5 7 

(l,)HCnallllll 5 -7 3 8 6 

(;}lIlBeUHlI 3-4 3-4 0,5 7 

(!l)lIlBelluapHli 2 2 2 2 

lQ) HOpBentli 1 1-2 0,5 

(lo)HpnaH,lijlll 0,6 

(II)JlaHllll 1 1 1 

(1a.~CTpHli 1,5 - 2 0,5 

(13)KaHaAl 2 - 2,5 

Note. Data are tentative. The amount of specific contributions of 


participating countries .are subject to correction after the 


specification of the cost of programs. Comprised from: Air et 


Cosmos. 1986. 29 XI. pp. 33, 35, 41, 43, 45; 6 XII. p. 40. 


Key: (a). Country. (b). "Hermes". (c). "Ariane-S". (d). 


"Columbus". (1). France. (2). Italy. (3). Great Britain. (4). 


Belgium. (5). Netherlands. (6). Spain. (7).. Sweden. (8). 


Switzerland. (9). Norway. (10). Ireland. 911). Denmark. (12). 


Austria. (13). Canada. 
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Thus, analysis of joint activity of countries of Western Europe 

in study and mastery of space in past years testifies about 

contradictoriness of integrated processes, which take place in this • 

region of scientific-technical progress. Reflecting potentially a 

http:JIHAepnaHJI.bI
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more effective form of organization of space program , than only within 
, 

the framework of the possibilities of individual states, the :joint 

activity of the countries of Western Europe in the mastery of space in 

practice demonstrates entire inconsistency and limitedness of 

capitalist integration, organizationally inherent in it, are deepened 

the nonuniformity of scientific-technical development and appearing on 

this basis contradictions between the countries - partners in 

cooperation. 
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